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it is, in the last analysis, a poor truth that what makes living and working so fatiguing and distressing
to most people is the fact that the nearer to perfection we approach, the more difficulty we find in
adapting to the standard of our neighbours. as far as one can see, the perfect man is also the most
completely isolated from his fellows. by this test, then, the world, this planet, is a place of drudgery

and vexation, for man is not truly happy until he too is a perfect man. the man who is voluntarily
being a victim and who professes it must of course be a most peculiar person. for there are people

for whom suffering, even though their sufferings are self inflicted, is an end in itself, and they cannot
prevent themselves from putting up with their suffering unless they wish to commit suicide. such

people as these are not unhappy but rather tragic. to the extent that their pains are alleviated, they
are consoled. even if they wanted to "get well" in order to be able to carry on in the world, this

"getting well" would be nothing but a deception. but there are people who suffer in the interests of
others, and they are the miserable sufferers. but why must they be miserable? do they suffer

because they want to be miserable? is that so? and why, if they do not want to be miserable, do they
not hate and wish to punish the persons who are the causes of their misfortune? they cannot hate

and wish to punish because they want to do so, because it would be a contradiction. and yet do they
not punish the persons who are the causes of their misfortune? because they do not hate and do not

wish to punish because they do not wish to see the cause which rules them suffer.
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thus the increase in the insane population at the rate of 2 per cent, given from 1871 to 1891, will
average 2 1/2 per cent a year; and the increase which we see in england and in every civilized

country for the last twenty years has always been more than twice as great, meaning 4 per cent a
year. this increase may be attributed to diseases of the brain, for which there is no sure remedy,
diseases whose progress is not checked by treatment, diseases which are not contagious (like

syphilis), and whose progress is not affected by environment; and to the increase in population.
excluding mental diseases due to syphilis and drunkard-generated diseases, which are not

contagious, we have but to examine the death-rate of insane as compared with that of the sane in
order to find that it is not due wholly to disease. in some of the more desperate cases, such as that

of pritchard, whose history the newspapers almost make us forget, death may or may not be a
merciful release, but still it is cruel; and the well-to-do insane are not well cared for, except when
they are so bad that death is welcome. it is not thought that just now those more favored with life

are any better cared for than they were before. many are so unfortunate as to be obliged to pay for
their own maintenance. a large proportion are shut up in the workhouses, and unless there is an

improvement in their condition there, that shut up state will last their lives. in fact, the workhouse
has been a type of mental hospitals from the beginning, as it is now. the same causes which

produced the three grades of lunatic asylums in the first place, have since produced the two grades
of workhouse lunatics, and the same causes have produced the poor asylum, which is still gradually
improving in its methods, and the private asylums, which are far behind the times. these facts may
have been overlooked, or they may have been forgotten by the public, and may not be so generally

observed as they were many years ago. these facts, moreover, as to the mental condition of the
poor insane, are not greatly improved since 1871. the same things that caused the growth of the
new and more humane asylums, have caused the continuance of the old and intolerable mode of

living of a patient in one end of a long room full of his fellow-patients. the man in one of these cells,
can never go out of the room, and can never see his fellow-men anywhere about him. the same

matter which washes off the conditions of the worst form of asylums from the happy patients in the
good ones, and from the healthy patients in those which are not so bad, and makes it a benefit to

them to be in the asylums, makes it far otherwise for the patients in the bad asylums. in the best of
asylums, a patient is allowed to keep daily work for a short time, to get out into the air, and to see
other people. in the workhouse, they are so half-shut up as to be cut off from the fresh air and the

fine weather. in the private asylums, any freshness is not at all essential. the patients are either just
as badly shut up and stifled as in the workhouse, or have the liberty to go out and see each other.
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